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Abstract
An !-language over a -nite alphabet X is a set of in-nite sequences of letters of X . In
this paper, we consider a congruence IL on X ∗ and a congruence OL on X! introduced by
an !-language L, called the in-nitary syntactic congruence and the !-syntactic congruence of
L, respectively. If IL is the equality, then L is called an I -disjunctive !-language. Some re-
sults concerning I -disjunctive !-languages are obtained. If OL is the equality, then L is called
an O-disjunctive !-language. A construction of O-disjunctive !-languages is given. Properties
concerning O-disjunctive !-languages are investigated. An !-language such that every !-dense
subset of it is an O-disjunctive !-language is called a completely O-disjunctive !-language. A
completely O-disjunctive !-language is given. Properties concerning completely O-disjunctive
!-languages are studied in this note.
? 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a -nite alphabet with at least two elements. By X ∗ we denote the set
(monoid) of -nite words on X , including the empty word 1. Let X+ = X ∗ \ {1}. The
length of a word u∈X ∗ is denoted by lg(u). One usual equivalence relation introduced
by a language L on X ∗ is PL, de-ned by
u ≡ v(PL) ⇔ (∀x; y∈X ∗; xuy∈L i: xvy∈L)
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for u; v∈X ∗. The relation PL is called the principal congruence on X ∗ (see [11]). A
language L ⊆ X ∗ is called disjunctive if PL is the equality. When the index of the
syntactic monoid X ∗=PL is -nite, then we call L a regular language. Clearly, every
disjunctive language is not regular, and vice versa.
Regular languages are important for they can be accepted by -nite-state automata.
But when we extend the de-nitions of congruences and regular languages to congru-
ences for !-languages and regular !-languages, for di:erent congruences de-ned on
X ∗ or on X!, the class of !-languages having a -nite syntactic monoid could be much
larger than the class of !-languages accepted by -nite automata (see [8,13]). In this
paper, we investigate the di:erences of congruences for !-languages de-ned on X ∗
and on X! from the view point of the associated disjunctivities of !-languages. This
paper is a continuation of studies on three syntactic congruences for !-languages, that
is, P!;L, IL and OL de-ned in the sequel.
By X! we denote the set of in-nite words (!-words). Subsets of X! are called
!-languages. For !-languages several congruences were de-ned. An analogue of the
principal congruence when considering relations on X ∗ introduced by an !-language
L ⊆ X! is the equivalence relation P!;L, de-ned by
u ≡ v(P!;L) ⇔ (∀x∈X ∗ and ∈X!; xu∈L i: xv∈L)
for u; v∈X ∗. Similarly, P!;L is a congruence and the language L ⊆ X! is called
P-disjunctive if P!;L is the equality. P-disjunctive !-languages are called disjunctive
!-languages in [3,4]. An !-language L is P-dense if for every u∈X ∗, there exist
x∈X ∗ and ∈X! such that xu∈L. An !-language L is called P-discrete if for any
two distinct words u; v∈X ∗, {xu; xv} ⊆ L implies lg(u) 	= lg(v), where x∈X ∗ and
∈X!. For a discussion concerning some other congruences on X ∗ associated with
an !-language and certain properties of regular !-languages, one is referred to [8].
!-Words are called sequences in [1]. Certain properties concerning the complexity of
P-disjunctive sequences are investigated in [1].
Let L ⊆ X!. An equivalence relation IL on X ∗ introduced by L is de-ned by
u ≡ v(IL) ⇔ (∀x; y∈X ∗; x(uy)! ∈L i: x(vy)! ∈L)
for every u; v∈X ∗. The relation IL is a congruence on X ∗, which has been called an
in8nitary syntactic congruence in [8]. An !-language L such that IL is the equality
is called an I -disjunctive !-language. An !-language L is called I -dense if for every
u∈X ∗, there exist x; y∈X ∗ such that x(uy)! ∈L. Every I -disjunctive !-language is
I -dense. It is also clear that every I -dense !-language is in-nite. An !-language L is
I -discrete if for any two distinct words u; v∈X ∗, {xu!; xv!} ⊆ L implies lg(u) 	= lg(v),
where x∈X ∗. In fact, an !-language L is I -discrete if and only if for all x; u; v∈X ∗,
xu!; xv! ∈L implies xu! = xv!.
Let L ⊆ X!. In [6], Kari and Thierrin de-ne a compatible equivalence relation OL
on X! by
 ≡ (OL) ⇔ (∀x∈X ∗; x∈L i: x∈L)
for ; ∈X!. The relation OL is a congruence, which has been called the !-syntactic
congruence of L in [6]. A language L ⊆ X! is said to be an O-disjunctive !-language
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if OL is the equality. That is, for any two distinct !-words 1; 2 ∈X!, there ex-
ists x∈X ∗ such that x1 ∈L and x2 	∈ L, or vice versa. Clearly, the complement
of an O-disjunctive !-language is an O-disjunctive !-language too. O-disjunctive
!-languages are called separative !-languages in [6]. An !-language L ⊆ X! is called
!-dense if for every ∈X!, there is a word x∈X ∗ such that x∈L.
Section 2 concerns I -disjunctive languages. In Section 2, we -rst extend a result
given in [11] from relations between the disjunctive languages and same length words
to relations between the I -disjunctive (P-disjunctive) !-languages and same length
words. Next, we show that there exists an !-language such that every I -dense subset
is I -disjunctive. Such an !-language is called a completely I -disjunctive !-language.
An analogue of the completely I -disjunctive !-languages when considering disjunctive
languages in X ∗ is the completely disjunctive languages. For details of complete dis-
junctive languages in X ∗, one is referred to [2]. We also show that an !-language is
I -dense if and only if it contains an I -disjunctive language. Some results concerning
I -disjunctive languages are obtained in Section 2.
A non-empty language L ⊆ X+ is a pre8x code if L ∩ LX+ = ∅. We construct
an O-disjunctive !-language according to a given in-nite pre-x code in Section 3.
Properties concerning O-disjunctive !-languages are investigated in Section 3.
Section 4 deals with the relations between P-disjunctive !-languages and O-disjunctive
!-languages. We show that the family of all O-disjunctive !-languages is a proper
subfamily of the family of all P-disjunctive !-languages and also a proper subfamily
of the family of all I -disjunctive !-languages. The relations between the families of
P-dense, I -dense and !-dense !-languages are also discussed.
An O-disjunctive !-language L is said to be a completely O-disjunctive !-language
if every !-dense subset of L is an O-disjunctive !-language. Relations between O-dis-
junctive languages, !-dense languages and the !-residues of them are considered in
Section 5. Also in Section 5, we construct a completely O-disjunctive !-language and
show that an !-language L is completely O-disjunctive if and only if PL is completely
O-disjunctive for any -nite pre-x code P. Items not found here or in the sequel can
be found in [6,11].
2. The disjunctivity concerning the innitary syntactic-congruence
A word u∈X+ is primitive if u = xn, x∈X+, n¿ 1, implies n = 1. Let Q denote
the set of all primitive words. It is known that every word u∈X ∗ can be uniquely
expressed as a power of a primitive word. If u = xn for a primitive word x, then
we call x the primitive root of u and denote it by x =
√
u [7]. For a language L,
let
√
L = {√u | u∈L}. For any two words u; v∈X+, √u 	=√v implies that u2vn is a
primitive word for every n¿ 2 [7]. First, we derive the following property concerning
I -disjunctive !-languages which can simplify our work on the study of I -disjunctive
!-languages.
Proposition 1. Let |X |¿ 2 and let L ⊆ X!. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) L is I -disjunctive;
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(2) ∀u; v∈X ∗; lg(u) = lg(v); u ≡ v(IL)⇒ u= v;
(3) ∀p; q∈Q; lg(p) = lg(q); p ≡ q(IL)⇒ p= q.
Proof. We only need to show that (3) implies (1). Suppose (3) holds. Let u; v∈X ∗
be such that u ≡ v(IL). Take any a; b∈X with a 	= b and let m = 3 lg(uv). Then
uabmav; vabmau∈Q. As IL is a congruence; uabmav ≡ vabmau(IL). By hypothesis;
uabmav= vabmau. This implies that u= v. Therefore; L is I -disjunctive.
The following proposition can be obtained by an analogue proof.
Proposition 2. Let |X |¿ 2 and let L ⊆ X!. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) L is P-disjunctive;
(2) ∀u; v∈X ∗; lg(u) = lg(v); u ≡ v(P!;L)⇒ u= v;
(3) ∀p; q∈Q; lg(p) = lg(q); p ≡ q(P!;L)⇒ p= q.
For a language L ⊆ X+, let the !-language periodically generated by L be de-ned
as L(!) = {u! | u∈L}. We now give an example of I -disjunctive !-languages.
Theorem 3. Every I -dense subset of (X+)(!) is an I -disjunctive !-language.
Proof. Let L be an I -dense subset of (X+)(!). For any two distinct words u; v∈X ∗;
there exists y∈X ∗ such that √uy 	=√vy. Since L is I -dense; there exist x; y′ ∈X ∗ such
that x(uyy′)2(uyy′)! ∈L. But x(uyy′)2(vyy′)! 	∈ (X+)(!); hence x(uyy′)2(vyy′)! 	∈ L.
This implies that u 	≡ v(IL). That is; L is an I -disjunctive !-language.
An !-language is called completely I -disjunctive if every I -dense subset of it is
I -disjunctive. Theorem 3 implies that (X+)(!) is a completely I -disjunctive !-language.
As X+={pn |p∈Q; n¿ 1}, (X+)(!)=Q(!). There are I -dense !-languages which are
not I -disjunctive. For example: X! is such an !-language. The following proposition
derives a subfamily of I -dense !-languages which are also I -disjunctive.
Proposition 4. Every I -discrete I -dense !-language is I -disjunctive.
Proof. Let L be an I -discrete I -dense !-language. Suppose u; v∈X ∗; lg(u) = lg(v);
u ≡ v(IL). As L is I -dense; there exist x; y∈X ∗ such that x(uy)! ∈L. This implies
that x(vy)! ∈L as u ≡ v(IL). Since L is I -discrete; either lg(uy) 	= lg(vy) or uy = vy.
If lg(uy) 	= lg(vy); then lg(u) 	= lg(v); a contradiction. Hence uy = vy and so u = v.
Therefore; L is I -disjunctive.
By an analogous proof of the above proposition, one can derive the following prop-
erty.
Proposition 5. Every P-discrete P-dense !-language is P-disjunctive.
In [5], it is shown that an !-word is P-disjunctive if and only if the set of all its
-nite subwords is the set X ∗. Actually, from Proposition 5, the following property is
true:
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Corollary 6. A P-discrete !-language is P-disjunctive if and only if the set of all
8nite subwords of its elements is the set X ∗.
Next, we show that the family of P-discrete !-languages and the family of I -discrete
!-languages are not compatible.
Proposition 7. There is a P-discrete !-language which is not I -discrete and there is
an I -discrete !-language which is not P-discrete.
Proof. Let {a; b} ⊆ X . Consider the !-language L1 = {a!; b!}. Then for any two
distinct words u; v∈X ∗; {xu; xv} ⊆ L1 for some x∈X ∗ and ∈X! implies that u=ai
and v= aj; or u= bi and v= bj for some i; j. As u 	= v; i 	= j; and hence lg(u) 	= lg(v).
Hence L1 is P-discrete. However; L1 is not I -discrete. For counterexample; take u= a
and v= b. Then u!; v! ∈L1 but lg(u) = 1 = lg(v). L1 is not I -discrete.
Now, consider the !-word =aba2ba3b · · · anb · · ·. Then the !-language L2={a; b}
is I -discrete but not P-discrete.
Proposition 8. Let L ⊆ X+. Then L(!) being I -discrete implies that L is discrete. The
converse is not true.
Proof. Suppose that there are two distinct words u; v∈L. Then u!; v! ∈L(!). As L(!) is
I -discrete; we have lg(u) 	= lg(v). Hence L is discrete. Now we construct a counterex-
ample of the converse. Let {a; b} ⊆ X . Consider L={a; ab}. Then clearly L is discrete.
Now L(!) = {a!; (ab)!}. One has that a(a2)! = a! ∈L(!) and a(ba)! = (ab)! ∈L(!).
But lg(a2) = 2 = lg(ba); hence L(!) is not I -discrete.
A language L ⊆ X ∗ is called dense if L∩X ∗wX ∗ 	= ∅ for every w∈X ∗. It is shown
that a language (in X ∗) is dense if and only if it contains a disjunctive subset (see [9]).
In the following, we show that this property also holds true for the case of I -dense
!-languages and I -disjunctive !-languages.
Theorem 9. An !-language is I -dense if and only if it contains an I -disjunctive
!-language.
Proof. Since every I -disjunctive !-language is I -dense; an !-language containing an
I -disjunctive !-language is I -dense.
Now, let {a; b} ⊆ X , let X+ = {u1¡u2¡ · · ·} and assume that L is an I -dense
!-language. We shall show that L contains an I -disjunctive !-language. As L is
I -dense, the set An={(x; y) | x; y∈X ∗ such that x(ab4inaunab4inay)! ∈L} is non-empty
for every n¿ 1 and in¿ 1. Let (x1; y1)∈A1 be such that lg(x1y1)6 lg(xy) for all
(x; y)∈A1. We denote x1(ab4au1ab4ay1)! (∈L) by u′1. Let i1 = 1. For n¿ 1, we let
in = lg(xn−1ab4in−1aun−1ab4in−1ayn−1) and let (xn; yn)∈An be such that lg(xnyn)6
lg(xy) for all (x; y)∈An. We then denote xn(ab4inaunab4inayn)! (∈L) by u′n. Let
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B={u′n | n¿ 1}. Then clearly B ⊆ L. We then show that B is I -disjunctive. Take any two
distinct words in X ∗, say uk ; uj with k ¡ j. There exist xk ; yk ∈X ∗ and ik¿ 1 such that
(xab4ik a)(ukab4ik aykab4ik a)!=u′k ∈B. By the choice of u′n, 4ij ¿ lg(xkab4ik aukab4ik ayk).
Hence (xab4ik a)(ujab4ik aykab4ik a)! 	∈ B. This implies that B is I -disjunctive, as re-
quired.
Corollary 10. Let L ⊆ X+. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) L is dense;
(2) L(!) is I -disjunctive;
(3) L(!) is I -dense.
Proof. Let L ⊆ X+. From the de-nition; one has that L is dense if and only if L(!) is
I -dense. We now show that (3)⇔ (2). If L(!) is I -dense; i.e.; L(!) is an I -dense subset
of (X+)(!); by Theorem 3; L(!) is I -disjunctive. Conversely; if L(!) is I -disjunctive;
by Theorem 9; L(!) is I -dense.
For a language L ⊆ X+, let L(+) = {ui | u∈L; i¿ 1}. Shyr has shown in [10]
that a language L ⊆ X ∗ is dense (in X ∗) if and only if L can be expressed as a
disjoint union of in-nitely many disjunctive languages. As every disjunctive language
is dense, periodically generated !-languages also have this in-nite disjoint disjunctive
splittability.
Proposition 11. Let L(!) be the !-language periodically generated by a language
L ⊆ X+. Then L(!) is I -dense if and only if L(!) can be expressed as a disjoint union
of in8nitely many I -disjunctive !-languages.
Proof. Let L(!) be the !-language periodically generated by a language L ⊆ X+. If
L(!) can be expressed as a disjoint union of in-nitely many I -disjunctive !-languages;
then by Theorem 9; L(!) is I -dense. Now; suppose that L(!) is I -dense. By Corollary 10;
L is dense. From [12];
√




i¿1 Li for in-nitely
many disjoint disjunctive languages Li. As every disjunctive language is dense; Li is
dense for each i. Clearly; Li=
√
L ∩ L(+)i . Thus L∩L(+)i is dense for each i. By Corollary
10; (L∩ L(+)i )(!) is an I -disjunctive !-language for each i. From the de-nition of
√
L;
Li ∩ Lj = ∅ implies that L(+)i ∩ L(+)j = ∅ for every i 	= j. Thus L(!) =
⋃
i¿1(L ∩ L(+)i )(!)
is a disjoint union of in-nitely many I -disjunctive !-languages.
A language L ⊆ X+ is a left-singular language if there is a word u∈L such that
u 	∈ LX+ and L∩uX+=∅ (see, for example [11]). Such a word u is called a left-singular
word of L.
Proposition 12. Let L1 ⊆ X+ be a left-singular language and let L2 ⊆ X! be
an I -disjunctive !-language. Then the product L = L1L2 is also an I -disjunctive
!-language.
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Proof. Let L1 be a left-singular language; let L2 be an I -disjunctive !-language and let
L=L1L2. Let u∈L1 be a left-singular word of L1. As L2 is an I -disjunctive !-language;
for any two distinct words v; w∈X ∗; there exist x; y∈X ∗ such that x(vy)! ∈L2 and
x(wy)! 	∈ L2; or vice versa. For the case x(vy)! ∈L2 and x(wy)! 	∈ L2; ux(vy)! ∈L.
Suppose ux(wy)! ∈L = L1L2. Since u is a left-singular word of L1; x(wy)! ∈L2; a
contradiction. Thus ux(wy)! 	∈ L=L1L2. Similarly; x(vy)! 	∈ L2 and x(wy)! ∈L2 imply
that ux(vy)! 	∈ L and ux(wy)! ∈L. This implies that L is an I -disjunctive !-language.
Remark that every word in a pre-x code P ⊆ X+ is a left-singular word of P.
Proposition 13. Let P ⊆ X+ be a 8nite pre8x code. Then L ⊆ X! is an I -disjunctive
!-language if and only if PL is an I -disjunctive !-language.
Proof. Let P be a -nite pre-x code. Since every pre-x code is a left-singular language;
by Proposition 12; L ⊆ X! being an I -disjunctive !-language implies that PL is an
I -disjunctive !-language. Now; suppose that PL is an I -disjunctive !-language. As
P is -nite; let m = max{lg(u) | u∈P} and let w∈Xm+1. For any two distinct words
v1; v2 ∈X ∗; wv1 	=wv2. There exist x; y∈X ∗ such that x(wv1y)! ∈PL and x(wv2y)! 	∈
PL; or vice versa. As w∈Xm+1; there exist u∈P and z ∈X+ such that xw = uz.
Then z(v1yw)! ∈L and z(v2yw)! 	∈ L; or vice versa. Therefore; L is an I -disjunctive
!-language.
In fact, Propositions 12 and 13 are also true if we replace I -disjunctive by P-dis-
junctive.
3. O-Disjunctive !-languages
In this section we investigate properties concerning O-disjunctive !-languages. A
word u∈X ∗ is a pre8x of an !-word ∈X! if there exists ∈X! such that = u,
denoted by u¡p . First, we construct an O-disjunctive !-language which is much
easier to be understood than the example given in [6].
Proposition 14. Let |X |¿ 2 and let L ⊆ X ∗ be an in8nite pre8x code. Then the lan-
guage L′ = {uw | u∈L; ∈X!; w∈X lg(u); w¡p } is an O-disjunctive !-language.
Proof. Let L ⊆ X ∗ be an in-nite pre-x code and let L′ = {uw | u∈L; ∈X!;
w∈X lg(u); w¡p }. For any two distinct 1; 2 ∈X!; there exists an integer k ¿ 0
such that for every m¿ k and x1; x2 ∈Xm; x1¡p 1 and x2¡p 2 imply that x1 	= x2.
Since L is an in-nite pre-x code; there is u∈L∩ Xm for some m¿ k. Let x1; x2 ∈Xm
be such that x1¡p 1 and x2¡p 2. Clearly; x1 p 2. Then ux11 ∈L′. Suppose
ux12 ∈L′. There is u′ ∈L such that u′x= ux12 for some ∈X! and x∈X lg(u′) such
that x¡p . As L is a pre-x code; u′ = u. Hence x = x1 and  = 2. This contradicts
the fact that x1 p 2. Therefore; ux12 	∈ L′ and so L′ is an O-disjunctive !-language.
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By using the following property, we can construct more O-disjunctive !-languages
from a given O-disjunctive !-language.
Proposition 15. Let L1 ⊆ X+ be a left-singular language and let L2 ⊆ X! be
an O-disjunctive !-language. Then the product L = L1L2 is also an O-disjunctive
!-language.
Proof. Let L1 be a left-singular language; let L2 be an O-disjunctive !-language and
let L = L1L2. Let u∈L1 be a left-singular word of L1. As L2 is an O-disjunctive
!-language; for any two distinct !-words 1; 2 ∈X!; there exists x∈X ∗ such that
x1 ∈L2 and x2 	∈ L2; or vice versa. For the case x1 ∈L2 and x2 	∈ L2; ux1 ∈L.
Suppose ux2 ∈L=L1L2. Since u is a left-singular word of L1; x2 ∈L2; a contradiction.
Thus ux2 	∈ L = L1L2. Similarly; x1 	∈ L2 and x2 ∈L2 imply that ux1 	∈ L and
ux2 ∈L. This implies that L is an O-disjunctive !-language.
Now, we are going to characterize O-disjunctive !-languages.
Proposition 16. Let P ⊆ X+ be a 8nite pre8x code. Then L ⊆ X! is an O-disjunctive
!-language if and only if PL is an O-disjunctive !-language.
Proof. Let P be a -nite pre-x code. Since every pre-x code is a left-singular language;
by Proposition 15; L ⊆ X! being an O-disjunctive !-language implies that PL is an
O-disjunctive !-language. Now; suppose that PL is an O-disjunctive !-language. As
P is -nite; let m=max{lg(u) | u∈P} and let w∈Xm+1. For any two distinct !-words
1; 2 ∈X!; w1 	=w2. There exists x∈X ∗ such that xw1 ∈PL and xw2 	∈ PL; or
vice versa. As w∈Xm+1; there exist u∈P and y∈X+ such that xw=uy. Then y1 ∈L
and y2 	∈ L; or vice versa. Therefore; L is an O-disjunctive !-language.
Proposition 17. Let L1 ⊆ X+ be a left-singular language and let u be a left-singular
word of L1. Then L2 ⊆ X! is an O-disjunctive !-language if and only if L= uL2 ∪L3
is an O-disjunctive !-language for every subset L3 of (L1 \ {u})X!.
Proof. Let L1 ⊆ X+ be a left-singular language; let u be a left-singular word of L1;
let L2 ⊆ X! and let L3 ⊆ (L1 \ {u})X!.
Suppose that L2 is an O-disjunctive !-language. For any two distinct !-words
1; 2 ∈X!, there is x∈X ∗ such that x1 ∈L2 and x2 	∈ L2, or vice versa. Let
L= uL2 ∪L3. For the case that x1 ∈L2 and x2 	∈ L2, ux1 ∈L. If ux2 ∈L, then either
ux2 ∈ uL2 or ux2 ∈L3. If ux2 ∈ uL2, then x2 ∈L2, a contradiction; if ux2 ∈L3, then
there exist v∈L1, ∈X! such that ux2=v. Since u is a left-singular word of L1, we
must then have v=u∈L1\{u}, a contradiction. Thus ux2 	∈ L. Similarly, x1 	∈ L2 and
x2 ∈L2 imply that ux1 	∈ L and ux2 ∈L. Therefore, L is an O-disjunctive !-language.
Conversely, suppose that L = uL2 ∪ L3 is an O-disjunctive !-language for every
L3 ⊆ (L1 \ {u})X!. Then uL2 is an O-disjunctive !-language. As {u} is a -nite pre-x
code, by Proposition 16, L2 is an O-disjunctive !-language.
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Proposition 18. Let L1 ⊆ X+ be a 8nite left-singular language and let u be a
left-singular word of L1. If L2 is an !-language such that L = uL2 ∪ ((L1 \ {u})X!)
is an O-disjunctive !-language; then L2 is an O-disjunctive !-language.
Proof. Let L1 ⊆ X+ be a -nite left-singular language with u as a left-singular word and
let m = max{lg(v) | v∈L1}. Let w∈Xm+1. For any two distinct !-words 1; 2 ∈X!;
w1 	=w2. Suppose that L2 is an !-language such that L= uL2 ∪ ((L1 \ {u})X!) is an
O-disjunctive !-language. Then there is x∈X ∗ such that xw1 ∈L and xw2 	∈ L; or
vice versa. Say xw1 ∈L and xw2 	∈ L. If xw1 ∈ (L1\{u})X!; then there is v∈L1\{u}
and ∈X! such that xw1 = v. Since lg(xw)¿m; there is y∈X+ such that xw= vy.
But in this case; xw2 = vy2 ∈ (L1 \ {u})X! ⊆ L; a contradiction. Thus xw1 ∈ uL2.
There exists y∈X+ such that xw = uy. This implies that y1 ∈L2 and y2 	∈ L2.
Similarly; xw1 	∈ L and xw2 ∈L imply that there exists y∈X ∗ such that y1 	∈ L2
and y2 ∈L2. Therefore; L2 is an O-disjunctive !-language.
As a conclusion of Propositions 16, 17 and 18, we have the following property
immediately:
Theorem 19. Let L ⊆ X!. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) L is an O-disjunctive !-language;
(2) PL is an O-disjunctive !-language for every 8nite pre8x code P ⊆ X+;
(3) for any left-singular language L1 ⊆ X+ with a word u as a left-singular element;
the language uL ∪ L2 is an O-disjunctive !-language for every subset L2 of
(L1 \ {u})X!;
(4) for any 8nite left-singular language L1 ⊆ X+ with a word u as a left-singular
element; the language uL ∪ ((L1 \ {u})X!) is an O-disjunctive !-language.
4. Families of disjunctive !-languages
This section deals with the relationship between the family of P-disjunctive !-
languages, the family of O-disjunctive !-languages and the family of I -disjunctive
!-languages. An !-language is said to be I -closed if for x; u; v∈X+, xunv! ∈L for
every n¿ 1 implies that xu! ∈L.
Proposition 20. Every I -closed I -disjunctive !-language is a P-disjunctive !-language.
Proof. Let L ⊆ X! be an I -closed !-language. Suppose that L is not a P-disjunctive
!-language. Then there exist two distinct words u; v∈X ∗ such that for every x∈X ∗
and ∈X!; xu∈L⇔ xv∈L. Suppose that there exist x; y∈X ∗ such that x(uy)! ∈L.
Then xv(yu)! ∈L; hence xv(yv)n(yu)! ∈L for every n¿ 1. Since L is I -closed;
x(vy)! ∈L. Similarly; x(vy)! ∈L implies that x(uy)! ∈L. Thus L is not an I -disjunctive
!-language.
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In [3], it is shown that there exists an !-word  such that {} is a P-disjunctive
!-language. Since every I -disjunctive !-language is I -dense and every I -dense !-
language is in-nite, there exists a P-disjunctive !-language which is not I -disjunctive.
From the de-nition, every !-dense !-language is I -dense. Of course, there exist
I -dense !-languages which are not !-dense. Moreover, it is also true that every I -dense
!-language is P-dense. But every singleton P-disjunctive !-language is P-dense and
not I -dense.
Proposition 21. Every O-disjunctive !-language is a P-disjunctive !-language.
Proof. Let L ⊆ X! be an O-disjunctive !-language. For any two distinct words
u; v∈X ∗; there exists an !-word ∈X! such that u 	= v. As L is an O-disjunctive
!-language; there is x∈X ∗ such that xu∈L and xv 	∈ L; or vice versa. This implies
that L is a P-disjunctive !-language.
A language A ⊆ X ∗ de-nes on X ∗ a binary relation LA by:
u ≡ v(LA) ⇔ (∀x∈X ∗; xu∈A i: xv∈A)
for u; v∈X ∗. The relation LA is a left congruence on X ∗. A language A ⊆ X ∗ is left
disjunctive if LA is the equality.
From Proposition 21, the family of O-disjunctive !-languages is a subfamily of the
family of P-disjunctive !-languages. In the following proposition, we show that in fact
it is a proper one.
Proposition 22. There is a P-disjunctive !-language which is not an O-disjunctive
!-language.
Proof. Let L ⊆ X+ be a left disjunctive language; {a; b} ⊆ X and L′ =
{wablg(w)ab! |w∈L}. Then for every two distinct words u; v∈X ∗; there is x∈X ∗
such that xu∈L and xv 	∈ L; or vice versa. If xu∈L and xv 	∈ L; then xuablg(xu)ab! ∈L′
and xvablg(xu)ab! 	∈ L′. Otherwise; xvablg(xv)ab! ∈L′ and xuablg(xv)ab! 	∈ L′. Thus L′
is a P-disjunctive !-language. But for a!; (ba)! ∈X!; for any x∈X ∗; xa! 	∈ L′ and
x(ba)! 	∈ L′. Hence a! ≡ (ba)!(OL′) and so L′ is not an O-disjunctive !-language.
It is known that every !-dense !-language is in-nite and every O-disjunctive !-
language is !-dense [6]. As there exists an !-word  such that {} is a P-disjunctive
!-language, there exists a P-disjunctive !-language which is not an O-disjunctive
!-language. For P-disjunctive !-languages, we also have the following property:
Proposition 23. Every P-disjunctive !-language is P-dense.
Proof. Let L be a P-disjunctive !-language. Suppose L is not P-dense. Then there
exists some u∈X ∗ such that for any x∈X ∗ and ∈X!; xu 	∈ L. Take a -xed letter
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a∈X . Then x(ua) 	∈ L for any x∈X ∗ and ∈X!. So we have u ≡ ua(P!;L) and so
u= ua as L is P-disjunctive. This implies that a=1; a contradiction. Hence L must be
P-dense.
From Proposition 23, it is now clear that not every P-dense !-language is in-nite.
From Proposition 1, one can derive the following proposition by considering only
words with the same length.
Proposition 24. Every O-disjunctive !-language is I -disjunctive.
Proof. Let L ⊆ X! be an O-disjunctive !-language. Suppose L is not I -disjunctive.
By Proposition 1; there are distinct u; v∈X ∗ with lg(u) = lg(v) and u ≡ v(IL). That
is; x(uy)! ∈L if and only if x(vy)! ∈L for any x; y∈X ∗. As L is O-disjunctive; we
must have (uy)! = (vy)! for any y∈X ∗. Since lg(u) = lg(v); we then have u = v; a
contradiction. Hence L is I -disjunctive.
Proposition 24 shows that the family of all O-disjunctive !-languages is a subfamily
of the family of all I -disjunctive !-languages. Moreover, the following corollary shows
that the hierarchy is a proper one.
Corollary 25. There is an I -disjunctive !-language which is not O-disjunctive.
Proof. Let {a; b} ⊆ X and let X ∗= {v1¡v2¡v3¡ · · ·} be totally ordered according
to the length of words in increasing order. Then the language L= {(baibvi)! | vi ∈X ∗}
is I -disjunctive. But for any x∈X ∗; xa! 	∈ L. L is not !-dense; hence L is not
O-disjunctive.
5. Completely O-disjunctive !-languages
This section is dedicated to the investigation of completely O-disjunctive !-languages.
For an !-language L and an !-word , the right quotient of L by  is de-ned as
L−1 = {x∈X ∗ | x∈L}:
First we investigate properties of the right quotients of an O-disjunctive !-language or
an !-dense !-language by a given !-word .
Proposition 26. Let L ⊆ X! be an O-disjunctive !-language. Then for every ∈X!;
L−1 is a disjunctive language (in X ∗).
Proof. Let L ⊆ X! be an O-disjunctive !-language and let ∈X!. For any two
distinct u; v∈X ∗; there exists w∈X ∗ such that uw 	= vw. As L is an O-disjunctive
!-language; there exists x∈X ∗ such that xuw∈L and xvw 	∈ L; or vice versa. That is;
xuw∈L−1 and xvw 	∈ L−1; or vice versa. Therefore; L−1 is a disjunctive language
(in X ∗).
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Proposition 26 derives the following result immediately.
Corollary 27. If L is an O-disjunctive !-language and ∈L; then (L−1) is a P-
disjunctive !-language.
Moreover, for an !-language L, if we de-ne a function  :X! → 2X ∗ by
 () = L−1:
Proposition 26 is rewritten as the following:
Proposition 28. Let L ⊆ X!. Then L is O-disjunctive if and only if  is a one-to-one
function from X! into the family of disjunctive languages (in X ∗).
Proof. Let L ⊆ X! be an O-disjunctive !-language. From Proposition 26;  is a
function from X! into the family of disjunctive languages (in X ∗). From the de-nition
of O-disjunctive !-languages; L is O-disjunctive if and only if for every two distinct
!-words  and ;  () 	= ().
A language L ⊆ X ∗ is said to be left dense if for every u∈X ∗, L ∩ X ∗u 	= ∅.
Proposition 29. An !-language L ⊆ X! is !-dense if and only if for every ∈X!;
L−1 is left dense (in X ∗).
Proof. Let L ⊆ X! be !-dense and let ∈X!. For any w∈X ∗; there is x∈X ∗ such
that x(w)∈L. That is; xw∈L−1 and L−1 is left dense. Suppose that for every
∈X!; L−1 is left dense (in X ∗). Then for every ∈X!; there is x∈X ∗ such that
x∈L−1; i.e.; x∈L.
Now, we construct a completely O-disjunctive !-language.
Proposition 30. Let {a; b} ⊆ X and let L = {aibw | ∈X!; w∈X i; w¡p }. Then
L is a completely O-disjunctive !-language.
Proof. Let L′ be an !-dense subset of L. By Proposition 29; for every ∈X!; L′−1
is left dense; hence L′−1 is in-nite. For any two distinct !-words 1; 2 ∈X!; there
exists k¿ 1 such that for every m¿ k and v; w∈Xm; v¡p 1 and w¡p 2 imply that
v 	=w. That is; v p 2. Since L′−11 is in-nite; there is i¿ k such that aibv∈L′−11 ;
where v∈X i and v¡p 1. That is; aibv1 ∈L′. As v p 2; by the de-nition of L;
aibv2 	∈ L. Thus aibv2 	∈ L′. Therefore; L′ is an O-disjunctive !-language.
Let {a; b} ⊆ X , let L ⊆ X! be an !-dense !-language and let L′ = {aibw2 |
∈L; w∈X i}. Then L′ is an !-dense subset of {aibw | ∈X!; w∈X i; w¡p }. By
Proposition 30, L′ is a completely O-disjunctive !-language. That is, we can construct
a completely O-disjunctive !-language from any given !-dense !-language. Next, we
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investigate properties of the right quotient of a completely O-disjunctive !-language
by a given !-word .
Proposition 31. Let L ⊆ X! be a completely O-disjunctive !-language. Then for
every ∈X!; every left dense subset of L−1 is disjunctive (in X ∗).
Proof. Let L be a completely O-disjunctive !-language and let ∈X!. Suppose that
B is a left dense subset of L−1. Let L′ = (L \ X ∗) ∪ B. If ∈ (L−1); then there
is u∈X ∗ such that = u. Since B is left dense; there is x∈X ∗ such that xu∈B; i.e.;
x= xu∈B. Thus L′ is an !-dense subset of L. As L is a completely O-disjunctive
!-language; L′ is an O-disjunctive !-language. By Proposition 26; B = L′−1 is a
disjunctive language.
A language L ⊆ X ∗ such that every left dense subset of L is disjunctive is called a
quasi-completely left disjunctive language. By Proposition 31, an !-language L ⊆ X!
is a completely O-disjunctive !-language if and only if  is a one-to-one function
from X! into the family of quasi-completely left disjunctive languages.
For two languages L1; L2 ⊆ X ∗, the left quotient of L2 by L1 is de-ned as:
L−11 L2 = {x∈X ∗ |yx∈L2 for some y∈L1}:
Now, we can extend the construction of the completely O-disjunctive !-language given
in Proposition 31 according to a given -nite pre-x code.
Theorem 32. Let P ⊆ X+ be a 8nite pre8x code and let L ⊆ X!. Then L is a
completely O-disjunctive !-language if and only if PL is a completely O-disjunctive
!-language.
Proof. Let P ⊆ X+ be a -nite pre-x code and let L ⊆ X!. Let m=max{lg(u) | u∈P}.
Suppose that L is a completely O-disjunctive !-language. Let B be an !-dense
subset of PL. For any ∈X!, by Proposition 29, B−1 is left dense. For every u∈X ∗
and w∈Xm, there is x∈X ∗ such that xwu∈B−1. Since lg(xw)¿m, there exist v∈P
and y∈X ∗ such that xw= vy. Thus yu∈L−1. This implies that P−1(B−1) is a left
dense subset of L−1. Let L′=
⋃
∈X! (P
−1(B−1)). As L is a completely O-disjunctive
!-language and L′ is an !-dense subset of L, L′ is an O-disjunctive !-language. For
any two distinct !-words 1; 2 ∈X!, there is x∈X ∗ such that x1 ∈L′ and x2 	∈ L′,
or vice versa. Consider the case that x1 ∈L′ and x2 	∈ L′. Then there exist ∈X!,
u∈P−1(B−1) and v∈P such that pu=px1 ∈B. If px2 ∈B, then there exist ∈X!
and u′ ∈P−1(B−1) such that x2=u′∈L′, a contradiction. Thus px2 	∈ B. Similarly,
x1 	∈ L′ and x2 ∈L′ imply that there is p∈P such that px2 ∈B and px1 	∈ B.
Therefore, B is an O-disjunctive !-language.
Now, suppose that PL is a completely O-disjunctive !-language. Let D be an
!-dense subset of L and let v∈P. Then vD is an !-dense subset of PL. Since PL is
a completely O-disjunctive !-language, vD is an O-disjunctive !-language. For any
two distinct !-words 1; 2 ∈X!, there is w∈X lg(v) such that w1 	=w2. Then there
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is x∈X ∗ such that xw1 ∈ vD and xw2 	∈ vD, or vice versa. As lg(xw)¿ lg(v), there
is y∈X ∗ such that xw = vy. Thus y1 ∈D and y2 	∈ D, or vice versa. This implies
that D is an O-disjunctive !-language.
6. Concluding remarks
For what kind of completely O-disjunctive !-languages, the mapping  from X!
into the family of quasi-completely left disjunctive languages is surjective. And, for
what kind of O-disjunctive !-languages, the mapping  from X! into the family of
disjunctive languages is surjective. These two questions are left for our further research.
In Theorem 9, we show that an !-language is I -dense if and only if it contains an
I -disjunctive !-language. The question whether it is true that an !-language is !-dense
if and only if it contains an O-disjunctive !-language is an interesting problem that
remains open. For X! cannot be ordered as X+, the technique used in the proof of
Theorem 9 cannot be applied to the case of !-dense !-languages.
Let L(!) be the !-language periodically generated by a language L ⊆ X+. Proposition
11 shows that L(!) is I -dense if and only if L(!) can be expressed as a disjoint union
of in-nitely many I -disjunctive !-languages. The disjunctive splittabilities of I -dense
or !-dense !-languages are more complex than the disjunctive splittability of periodi-
cally generated I -dense !-languages. Properties concerning products of languages and
!-languages are interesting topics for further research too.
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